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They scored in every inning, cranked out five doubles and had three pitchers combine on a three-hitter
for a 16-1 victory in four and a half innings Tuesday.
For all of Orange Park’s problems – infielders
accounted for only one out in six opportunities and
pitchers ran up 16 three-ball counts – Palatka did all it
was asked and left coach Alan Rick as pleased as he
could be under the circumstances.
“Take it where you can get it,” Rick said. “It got out of
hand early.”
Early as in the second inning, when the Panthers
scored seven runs on one hit – the first of two doubles
by Josh Reynolds – along with five walks and five errors.
The only hint of drama Tuesday was in the top of the
second, Palatka ahead 1-0 but Orange Park with run-

“Justin was throwing his fastball and curve ball for
strikes. Matt’s a sophomore and a little erratic, but he’s
going to be fine,” Rick said.
The Panthers were error-free behind them.
“That’s something we harped on in the fall – play
defense,” Rick said. “I believe we’re going to hit. When
your seven-hitter (Clay Sipprell) puts a ball 374 feet in
the gap and you’ve got Devin Dodge in the nine-hole,
that’s pretty good.”
Palatka’s eight hits included two doubles by Reynolds,
one each by Sipprell, Tre Keen and Travis Stanley, and
singles by Cameron, Chris Hudson and Mason Sharp.
Hudson and Mason Sharp each had two RBI.

SPORTS

Vonn captured the downhill gold at
the 2010 Vancouver Olympics, but
didn’t get a chance to defend it four
years later when she sat out the Sochi
Games after tearing ligaments in her
right knee. In a way, this was her
“defense.”
“If you think what’s happened over
the last eight years and what I’ve been
through to get here, I gave it all and to
come away with a medal is a dream
come true,” Vonn said. “You’ve got to
put things into perspective. Of course,
I’d have loved a gold medal but, honestly, this is amazing and I’m so proud.”
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Peniel’s Bryan no-hits Jacksonville opponent
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Sofia Goggia of Italy wins the
Olympic women’s downhill
BY PAT GRAHAM
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Clay Sipprell hits one of five Palatka doubles against Orange Park.

GREG OYSTER / Special to the Daily News

JEONGSEON, South Korea —
Lindsey Vonn cast a quick glance
toward the sky after finishing what was
likely her final Olympic downhill run,
shrugged her shoulders after seeing her
time and shook a friendly index finger
at her good friend.
No one could catch Sofia Goggia of
Italy.
Goggia won the women’s downhill
Wednesday at Jeongseon Alpine Center
and Vonn earned bronze. The American
was looking at a higher finish before
Ragnhild Mowinckel of Norway turned
in a surprise silver-medal performance
as the 19th racer on the course.
Then again, shocking finishes seem
to be the norm on this hill. Ester
Ledecka of Czech Republic made a late
charge last week from back in the pack
to take the super-G title. She skipped
the downhill to step back into the snowboarding realm and will go through

